, are found to exist in a dusty plasma with a significant background neutral pressure and background ion streaming. One of these two modes is the dust-acoustic mode and the other one is a new mode which is due to the combined effects of the ion streaming and ion-neutral collisions. It has been shown that in the absence of the ion streaming, the dust-acoustic mode is damped due to the combined effects of the ion-neutral and dust -neutral collisions and the electron-ion recombination onto the dust grain surface. This result disagrees with Kaw and Singh Phys. II. We have given the linearized equations, derived the dispersion relation, and investigated the dispersion properties of the low-frequency modes and associated damping/ instabilities in Sec. III. A brief discussion is presented in Sec. IV. 
INTRODUCTION
A § dusty plasma, which is ubiquitous in our universe, 1,2 is ion-neutral and the dust-neutral collisional mean free paths may be comparablè or even shorter than the typical wavelengths of the excited modes. Therefore, to study these modes in a dusty plasma with a significant background neutral pressure, the use Y of the collisionless plasma limit is unjustified. Rosenberg 
II.

B
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
We
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To compare our present model equations with those considered To describe zero-order state of this weakly ionized unmagnetized g dusty plasma system, we first express our dependent variables in terms of their equilibrium and perturbed parts
is the ion streaming velocityÎ ,
that at equilibrium there exists a zero-order electric field
. Therefore, substituting these into our basic we can obtain a 
foŕ which our Eq. 
. If we assume the experimental conditions of Praburam and Goree, 
which is again just oppositë to the approximation effect of which is found to be more important than that of the electron -ion recombination onto the dust grain surface without & any justification. We have also found that a streaming C instability with the growth rate of the order of the dust plasma frequency may be driven by the drift of ions relative to the charged dust particles, when its value is comparable to or higher than the ion-thermal speed. This point completely agrees
